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Elegant aluminium frame 

makes square mirror a perfect 

combination of functionality, 

simplicity and quality. 

Touch sensor on/off, dimming, 

adjusting temperature, 

memory function are 

comfortable and follow 

demands. 

H: 700 W: 800 D: 30 mm

FLOAT MIRROR (4 mm)

3000-6000 K

26W

IP 44

SCANDINAVIAN 
DESIGN AND 
QUALITY
SESVAN® brand is synonymous with Scandinavian simplicity, timeless 

design and quality. Special shapes and high quality materials make 

our mirrors functional, but above all beautiful and compatible with 

Scandinavian needs and culture.

MIRALITE® PURE – exceptional quality and durability mirror glass, 

offers high level of light and neutral reflection invaluable to interior design. 

Increased transparency and a clear, bright shade guarantees pure and 

vivid colours regardless of the lighting conditions. 

Modern product and business require respect for the protection of nature 

and its resources, so our products are long lasting.

All materials are recyclable and certificated acc. European regulations 

and reducing the distance between manufacturer and the customer, 

we also lower the environmental impact.

Designed in Scandinavia – European materials – manufacture in Europe 

Simply from Europe!

AMSEN
Extraordinary mirror offering unique shape and a wide range of options 

depending on your needs. Adjustable brightness, colour and on/off touch 

buttons are modern and comfortable solutions in everyday use.

Sandblasting area around mirror edge guarantees both functional and 

decorative, smooth ambient lightning. On/off and dimming function are 

combined by one touch sensor. Furnishing bathroom with timeless round 

mirror adds function and a beautiful interior detail.

H: 600 W: 600 D: 29 mm

FLOAT MIRROR (4 mm)

3000-6000 K

21W

IP 44

on/off touch button 
adjustable brightness 

on/off touch surface sensor
adjustable brightness 

on/off touch surface sensor
adjustable brightness / colour

on/off wall switch 

Ø 640 mm D: 40 mm

3000 K

16W

IP 44

GARDAURE

FOLLOW US



MOEN 
Oval shape mirror with high polished edge and back light is a classic 

design with modern technology. Suits every interior both as decorative 

and functional item.

H: 800 W: 400 D: 29mm

3000 K

16W

IP 44

TARMEN RIEBNES ANJAN
Stylish and modern mirror with high quality aluminium, black frame. 

Functional front light is operated by wall switch. Big size works good both 

in hall, bedroom, closet and bathroom.

Ambient, smooth light and high polished edge surface, make round plain 

mirror looking luxury. It is an elegant detail in any interior.

Slim, rectangular mirror with functional side lightning. 

This simple and modern mirror refresh any bathroom or bedroom.

PAUTEN
Easy change of interior appearance decorating it with slim long oval mirror. 

Double function light, front and back, will brighten up room and it will 

illuminate you when you stand in front of the mirror.

H: 1600 W: 500 D: 25 mm

3000 K

33W

IP 44

Mirror surface surrounded with high quality metal frame. 

Strong light at temp. 3000K is recommended as cosmetic mirror.

KASAK
Unique shape mirror, between square and round, looks modern – 

it is a stylish interior item.

H: 600 W: 600 D: 29 mm

3000 K

13W

IP 44

HOLDERN
Long mirror including functional and decorative led light along vertical 

sides. Simple, timeless look and high quality, useful light emission – that’s 

perfect for hall, closet, bathroom.

H: 1600 W: 600 D: 27 mm

3000 K

26W

IP 44

Ø 750 mm D: 40 mm

3000 K

58W

IP 44

H: 1600 W: 700 D: 30 mm

3000 K

42W

IP 44

Ø 800 mm D: 29 mm

3000 K

22W

IP 44

H: 700 W: 800 D: 27 mm

3000 K

13W

IP 44

LOMEN
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Elegant aluminium frame 

makes square mirror a perfect 

combination of functionality, 

simplicity and quality. 

Touch sensor on/off, dimming, 

adjusting temperature, 

memory function are 

comfortable and follow 

demands. 
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SCANDINAVIAN 
DESIGN AND 
QUALITY
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design and quality. Special shapes and high quality materials make 

our mirrors functional, but above all beautiful and compatible with 

Scandinavian needs and culture.

MIRALITE® PURE – exceptional quality and durability mirror glass, 

offers high level of light and neutral reflection invaluable to interior design. 

Increased transparency and a clear, bright shade guarantees pure and 

vivid colours regardless of the lighting conditions. 

Modern product and business require respect for the protection of nature 

and its resources, so our products are long lasting.

All materials are recyclable and certificated acc. European regulations 

and reducing the distance between manufacturer and the customer, 

we also lower the environmental impact.

Designed in Scandinavia – European materials – manufacture in Europe 

Simply from Europe!

AMSEN
Extraordinary mirror offering unique shape and a wide range of options 

depending on your needs. Adjustable brightness, colour and on/off touch 

buttons are modern and comfortable solutions in everyday use.
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combined by one touch sensor. Furnishing bathroom with timeless round 
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Designed in Scandinavia – European materials – manufacture in Europe 

Simply from Europe!

AMSEN
Extraordinary mirror offering unique shape and a wide range of options 

depending on your needs. Adjustable brightness, colour and on/off touch 

buttons are modern and comfortable solutions in everyday use.

Sandblasting area around mirror edge guarantees both functional and 

decorative, smooth ambient lightning. On/off and dimming function are 

combined by one touch sensor. Furnishing bathroom with timeless round 

mirror adds function and a beautiful interior detail.

H: 600 W: 600 D: 29 mm

FLOAT MIRROR (4 mm)

3000-6000 K

21W

IP 44

on/off touch button 
adjustable brightness 

on/off touch surface sensor
adjustable brightness 

on/off touch surface sensor
adjustable brightness / colour

on/off wall switch 

Ø 640 mm D: 40 mm

3000 K

16W

IP 44

GARDAURE

FOLLOW US
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Elegant aluminium frame 

makes square mirror a perfect 

combination of functionality, 

simplicity and quality. 

Touch sensor on/off, dimming, 

adjusting temperature, 

memory function are 

comfortable and follow 

demands. 

H: 700 W: 800 D: 30 mm

FLOAT MIRROR (4 mm)

3000-6000 K

26W

IP 44

SCANDINAVIAN 
DESIGN AND 
QUALITY
SESVAN® brand is synonymous with Scandinavian simplicity, timeless 

design and quality. Special shapes and high quality materials make 

our mirrors functional, but above all beautiful and compatible with 

Scandinavian needs and culture.

MIRALITE® PURE – exceptional quality and durability mirror glass, 

offers high level of light and neutral reflection invaluable to interior design. 

Increased transparency and a clear, bright shade guarantees pure and 

vivid colours regardless of the lighting conditions. 

Modern product and business require respect for the protection of nature 

and its resources, so our products are long lasting.

All materials are recyclable and certificated acc. European regulations 

and reducing the distance between manufacturer and the customer, 

we also lower the environmental impact.

Designed in Scandinavia – European materials – manufacture in Europe 

Simply from Europe!

AMSEN
Extraordinary mirror offering unique shape and a wide range of options 

depending on your needs. Adjustable brightness, colour and on/off touch 

buttons are modern and comfortable solutions in everyday use.

Sandblasting area around mirror edge guarantees both functional and 

decorative, smooth ambient lightning. On/off and dimming function are 

combined by one touch sensor. Furnishing bathroom with timeless round 

mirror adds function and a beautiful interior detail.

H: 600 W: 600 D: 29 mm

FLOAT MIRROR (4 mm)

3000-6000 K

21W

IP 44

on/off touch button 
adjustable brightness 

on/off touch surface sensor
adjustable brightness 

on/off touch surface sensor
adjustable brightness / colour

on/off wall switch 

Ø 640 mm D: 40 mm

3000 K

16W

IP 44

GARDAURE
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